
Curiosity Curiosity helps companies build enterprise- 
grade AI software for unstructured data
 

IDnow IDnow provides the world’s most advanced  
machine-learning technology for its Identity- 
as-a-Service platform that can verify in real  
time the identities of more than 7 billion  
potential customers from 193 different countries.
 
 

kiwiHR kiwiHR makes digital HR accessible to small 
and medium-sized companies. Time-saving 
features like vacation planning, time tracking, 
employee onboarding and document manage-
ment will easily streamline your daily HR tasks.
 

presize.ai The most accurate and user-friendly body  
scanning software - helping fashion online  
shops reduce returns and increase conversions. 
Users just turn once in front of their smartphone 
camera, we calculate the body measurements  
and recommend the perfect size.
 

ProGlove ProGlove is a Munich-based company  
founded in 2014 with the mission to connect  
the worker to the industrial IoT.  
Our smart glove has already convinced more  
than 300 customers from the Automotive  
industry, suppliers, and logistics specialists.
 

scoutbee scoutbee’s AI-powered supplier discovery  
suite helps procurement leaders see deep  
supplier insights to make more confident  
buying decisicions. 

Thursday, May 16  -  10:00 am
Official Opening of the German Tech Hubs Booth 
by Dorothee Bär 
Minister of State for Digital Affairs 

Friday, May 17  -  10:00 am
Visit of the German Ambassador 
Nikolaus Meyer-Landrut 

Pitches of our start-ups on the City hub stage : 

Thursday, May 16  -  11:30 am – 12:05 pm 
Most promising German start-up for B2B Enterprise solutions

Thursday, May 16  -  12:05 pm – 12:45 pm 
Most promising German start-up for  Industry 4.0 & AI

Friday, May 17  -  12:00 pm – 12:45 pm 
Most promising German start-up for Mobility

Pitches German start-ups at booth H44 :

Thursday, May 16  -  2:00 pm – 3:00 pm 
Friday, May 17  -  2:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Bavaria is the ideal base for start-ups. Cross-industry innovations  
offer excellent business opportunities in various fields. Invest in Bavaria 
supports high-tech companies & start-ups with information, location  
search & contacts to set up their business in Bavaria. Free of charge  
& confidential. Stop by and discover why Bavaria’s true beauty lies 
beyond its mountains, beers and brass music.

Chambre Franco-Allemande de Commerce et d’Industrie 
Government/Public institutions 

With 950 members and thanks to a highly qualified staff, 
an accurate knowledge of markets and privileged connections, 
the French German Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a 
competent partner and service provider for start-ups.

www.francoallemand.com

Program

Organizer



Alpha Zetta  
Pte Ltd

AlphaZetta is the fastest growing commercial 
network of the the best independent analytics 
experts around the globe, providing analytics 
consulting services, solutions and education.
 

CareCules Made by 
Varomo

VAROMO develops a modular system for upgrading 
existing mobile applications with an electric drive  
system and state-of-the-art robotics technology. 
CAREcules as the first product is a modular robot 
operating semi-autonomously in healthcare scenarios.

Start Alliance forms a business network between 
the most vibrant start-up hubs around the globe, 
supports start-ups to adapt business models to  
international requirements and accelerates  
corporate innovations.

conductiv.ai AI-powered process control platform for semi-
conductor manufacturing. We enable factories  
to achieve maximal yield without performing  
extensive Design of Experiments, saving tens  
of millions of dollars annually.

ONO ONO offers a whole new category of vehicle:  
a pedal-assisted transporter, as an alternative  
and cost-efficient solution to current parcel  
delivery methods, making our cities safer,  
cleaner and more enjoyable.

Scrooser SCROOSER is an electric vehicle that defines 
mobility in a new category. With its unique and 
reduced appearance, it stands out. We focus on 
elegance, simplicity and high quality to create  
a classic, timeless and intuitive product. 

zks zkSystems is a scalable blockchain (infrastructure
layer) which enables full autonomy of complex IoT 
ecosystems such as smart factories or smart cities. 
zkSystems solves the problem of interoperability  
and provides M2M automation.
 

Digital Hub  
Logistics

The Digital Hub Logistics is the first choice for 
the digital business transformation in the logistics 
industry in Hamburg as well as in all of Germany. 
We unite market leaders, small and medium sized 
companies, start-ups, research and development  
at one of the world’s leading logistic hubs.

FREE MEE The German start-up FREE MEE is already proving  
how 5G and WiFi6 will be the only future-ready  
hybrid solution that will provide the foundation for  
intelligent networking automation and agile business 
models strengthening infrastructure and their  
business intentions of today and tomorrow as well.  
Fast digital free access to the Internet as the biggest 
door opener for human reception is the core function  
of the international technology leader based in  
Hamburg, Germany enabling any digital value  
creating processes that are necessary to generate 
future proved business models on top. 
 

NautilusLog GmbH The digital logbook for shipping. NautilusLog controls 
and automates relevant procedures, processes and 
required documentation. It connects ship & shore for 
joint activities, enables numerous applications and  
new business models for the maritime industry.

Nitrobox GmbH Our Smart Finance Platform enables enterprises  
to monetize new digital business models by providing 
all the functional building blocks: contract management, 
billing, accounting, dunning or revenue management. 
The logic can be customized for every need.
 

SpiceVR SpiceVR is a leading production and innovation lab  
for VR-experiences.SpiceVR is presenting exclusively 
on the VIVA Tec the SkyRide, a fully immersive  
attraction for tourism and location marketing. 
The scalable product is ready for global market.

Tenzir GmbH Tenzir is a cyber security start-up focussing on network  
forensics: we develop software to systematically investi-
gate cyber attacks with modern big data technology.
 

Wunder Mobility Wunder Mobility is with 150+ employees of over 30 
nationalities the fastest growing mobility tech company 
in Europe, which accelerates the transition to sustainable 
mobility. Our technologies enable companies and cities  
to launch and scale new mobility services efficiently.

ONO zkSystems is a scalable blockchain (infra- 
structure layer) which enables full autonomy of 
complex IoT ecosystems such as smart factories  
or smart cities. zkSystems solves the problem  
of interoperability and provides M2M automation.

Candena GmbH Candena operates a digital learning environment 
for accredited degree programmes and vocational 
trainings. Our award winning social learning platform 
nurtures human interaction through peer learning, 
team work, a problembased approach and mentoring.

Ducktrain Ducktrain elevates short haul logistics on a new 
level of efficiency. Ducktrain is an automated light 
electric logistics vehicle for urban parcel and letter 
delivery and industrial logistics, which can be  
virtually coupled to other vehicles and persons.

mindQ GmbH  
& Co. KG

eyeTrax by mindQ offers an analysis of fast eye 
movements in Virtual Reality.

Conturn Forward 
Data Science GmbH

Future Tourism is a globally acting start-up that 
uses Artificial Intelligence to make sustainable  
travel simple by providing insights of travellers flows 
and a comprehensive recommendation engine 
based on cutting edge Data Science technologies.

Livingbrain offers cognitive rehabilitation in  
neurological disorders, personalized and in VR.

LOEWI GmbH LOEWI makes personalized health and nutrition 
available for everyone by offering a science-based 
platform for evidencebased personalization.

Motion-S S.A. Motion S - We offer smart mobility data and driver 
coaching solutions that support, among others, 
insurers, OEMs, shared mobility as well as fleet 
operators to provide a new mobility experience.

Risklio KNOW YOUR JUMP - RISKLIO promotes financial 
literacy for event risk by combining price data with 
text-based context. B2B clients gain innovative in-
sights via smart data API whilst retail investors benefit 
from smart data visualisation and aggregation.

Zana Technologies 
GmbH

Zana is an intelligent assistant that responds to your 
health questions with trusted medical information. 

Berlin Partner supports companies, investors and scientific institutions in  
Berlin: with customized services and an excellent science & research network, 
our many experts help companies to launch, innovate, expand in Berlin.

Hamburg has always been characterised by its entrepreneurial spirit and  
its ties to the world. Open-mindedness and courage are part of its DNA. 
Interested? Be part of the story! We support you in setting up your business.

We are the Digital Hub Initiative. At twelve centres of excellence across 
Germany, we connect medium-sized businesses and larger corporates 
with new innovation partners from the scientific and start-up communities. 
This is digitalisation, made in Germany.


